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Toward a Problem-Focused Understanding of Prejudice
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In his target article, Henry (this issue) reminds us of
a criticism that is often lodged against social psycho-
logical research. The claim that too much research is
derived from a college student sample is unassailable,
especially in light of the summary data that Henry
provides from the field’s top basic and applied jour-
nals. It also seems undeniable that our field’s biased
sampling practice would be a problem for the psycho-
logical study of prejudice. But in this commentary, we
would like to argue that the focus on college samples is
not the primary issue of concern in prejudice research
but is rather a symptom of a larger problem with our
empirical approach to this topic. The larger problem is
that we rarely study prejudice as if it is a problem to
be solved.

As Henry points out, the study of prejudice is one
of the jewels in the crown of social psychology. It’s
a topic that drew many of us to the discipline in the
first place. And more so than many topics, prejudice
is clearly a problem in society throughout history and
around the globe, but what percentage of our scientific
inquiry has really been focused on finding solutions?
Several years ago, I (first author Toni Schmader) at-
tended a Claremont Symposium focused on the topic
of Reducing Prejudice. As a graduate student inter-
ested in stigma, discrimination, stereotyping, and bias,
I was eager to hear what the field’s leading scholars
had to say about how prejudice could be reduced.
I must admit, however, that by the end of the day
I was a bit disappointed. Most speakers trotted out
their talks de jour, summarizing their most recent data
shedding light onto the underlying processes that ex-
plain when, why, and how prejudice manifests itself.
A few slides at the end were charged with translat-
ing this process-focused information into solutions,
but it was clear that very little research was focused
directly on the solutions themselves.1 We do not mean
to dismiss the work that was described that day; it
included some of the best experimental research that
has been conducted to understand prejudice. But it

1Notable exceptions included Tom Pettigrew’s meta-analysis
with Linda Tropp describing when and why Allport’s contact strate-
gies are effective and Jack Dovidio, whose work on the common
ingroup identity model is necessarily about reducing intergroup bias.
In addition, Brenda Major was one of the only speakers to step out-
side her normal program of research entirely to ponder the question
of how targets themselves might try to reduce prejudice in their daily
interactions with members of the outgroup.

did seem a sad commentary that almost 50 years af-
ter Allport (1954) published his seminal book we did
not have even a dozen contemporary scholars in the
field who could fill a day’s worth of programming
describing research on reducing rather than just un-
derstanding prejudice. Imagine if cancer research over
the past 20 years had focused only on understanding
how cancer develops and destroys tissue without ever
translating this process information into treatments and
remedies.

The focus on college student samples in the study
of prejudice is part of a recursive system that perpetu-
ates our field’s primary focus on underlying processes
to the exclusion of focusing on solutions. Although
we are in general agreement with the spirit of Henry’s
call to leave our labs for more field-based research and
sampling, there is one criticism we have of Henry’s
(this issue) article. On one hand, it seems inherently
bad to have a field where 80 to 90% of published arti-
cles sample only from a fairly narrow segment of the
population. However, Henry could have made a more
convincing case for his argument had he taken a more
problem-focused view of the issue.

Taking a problem-focused view of the issue means
that one selects that sample and methodology best
suited to studying the problem one hopes to solve.
Although Henry’s rhetorical case is strong, the re-
search reported does not quite meet these standards.
For example, the research summarized and described
generally seems to focus more on ethnic prejudice than
prejudice more broadly defined. It is not clear that the
literature review of published research included search
terms tapping into stereotyping, sexism, homophobia,
or antifat attitudes. If we are to understand prejudice
as a problem, we need to consider all of the various
forms that it can take. In addition, the study that com-
pared college students to the general adult population
did not include a non–college sample that was ethni-
cally representative of the community at large. With an
overrepresentation of African American participants,
it is difficult to extrapolate how some of the results
translate to the population at large. Finally, many of
the measures in this study focus on a single issue, at-
titudes toward affirmative action that might arguably
seem more relevant to college students who are com-
peting for valued but limited positions on college cam-
puses, in graduate programs and professional schools,
or in the workforce.
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These criticisms are not to say that the data pre-
sented are not informative for drawing attention to the
potential problems of focusing exclusively on a college
sample. Yet they do not make the most persuasive case
that a problem exists. In fact, it might be difficult to
convincingly highlight the nature of the problem with
descriptive and comparative data of this sort. The dan-
gers of not studying prejudice as a problem could be
more easily revealed with a thought experiment where
we imagine a counterfactual reality where the past 20
years has devoted as much attention to empirical re-
search aimed a reducing prejudice as to understanding
the mechanisms by which it occurs. What might these
years of study have taught us about reducing and erad-
icating the intolerance that still plagues many who are
targeted by social stigma? The answer to the question
should inform the research programs of all us who are
interested in this topic.

Henry does add an important insight in asserting that
our reliance on college samples means that we as a field
run the risk of developing a skewed view of what prej-
udice is: an attitude that in modern times is controlled
and suppressed to avoid creating conflict or breaking
social norms and, perhaps as a result, only expresses
itself in implicit forms. These are all interesting and
real processes and are important to study, but they do
not capture the full range of how prejudice manifests
itself, and as a result we know very little about how
to reduce the kind of explicit prejudices that still fuel
hatred and conflict in the world. Likewise, if our field’s
primary focus was to ask how prejudice can be re-
duced, we would start by identifying the various forms
that prejudice can take, including its most pernicious
manifestations, and seek out the samples that would
allow us to study the problem behavior we would most
like to see solved. This would mean finding samples
and situations where individuals exhibit more open and
explicit forms of prejudice and investigating how those
prejudices develop, are justified, affect behavior, and
can be changed. Such research is admittedly difficult
to do but is sorely needed in our field.

Examining Prejudice as a Problem Does Not
Mean Giving Up on Experiments

Our view that the study of prejudice should be more
problem focused does not mean that we should de-
crease the field’s focus on experimental and laboratory-
based methodologies. We acknowledge that experi-
mental research has limitations, but it is essential for
testing the hypothesized directional relationships that
facilitate our understanding of the causes and conse-
quences of prejudice. It makes little sense for the field
to sacrifice internal validity to increase the external
validity of experimental research. Instead, both exper-
imental and nonexperimental methods can coexist in

the same program of research; feed from each other;
and, as a result, produce a more comprehensive picture
of how prejudice operates among a diverse population.
In fact, this was the goal advocated by Lewin’s (1946)
“action research” model and later echoed by Cialdini
(1980) in his chapter on the “Full-cycle” approach to
research in social psychology.

Lewin is often cited as having extolled the practical
value of a good theory, but he also said, “Research that
produces nothing but books will not suffice” (Lewin,
1946; as cited in Lewin, 1948, pp. 202–203). In other
words, Lewin believed that good theories can have
practical value, but good theories will not realize their
full value unless they are put into practice. His call
for “action research” promoted the idea that research
should be designed to address important social prob-
lems while it advances and tests new theory. To ac-
complish both goals, Lewin proposed that researchers
start by observing the problem as it happens in the real
world and then use their observations to generate the-
oretical ideas about the causes of the social behavior.
The next step is to apply the theory to influence the
behavior (e.g., through well-designed intervention re-
search) and then reevaluate and adjust the theory based
on the “data” or new observations. The new applica-
tion could then be tested, and readjusted again follow-
ing data analysis and interpretation, and so on until the
social problem was solved by a new theory of human
social behavior.

Some 40 years later, Cialdini (1980) described a
full-cycle approach to conducting research that, like
Lewin’s notion of action research, draws attention to
the importance of using real world observation to gen-
erate new theory. Following the observation, Cialdini
advocated “trapping” the phenomena in the lab through
carefully controlled experimental procedures. This is
exactly the way our field originally went about re-
search. For example, during the Second World War,
Carl Hovland and his colleagues at Yale (Hovland, Ja-
nis, & Kelley, 1953) were commissioned by the War
Department to investigate how Hitler was able to per-
suade an entire society to support and participate in
a program of war and genocide. During that same
time, the Department of Agriculture commissioned
Kurt Lewin (1943) to conduct research on new strate-
gies for motivating American housewives to adopt the
use of organ meats in their daily cooking. For exam-
ple, Lewin showed early evidence that getting women
to generate their own arguments in favor of cooking
organ meats during a group discussion was more effec-
tive than an informational lecture for short- and long-
term behavior change. Whereas both of these studies
contributed to the war effort, they also set the stage
for investigating processes related to persuasion, cog-
nitive dissonance, and self-perception in attitude and
behavior change. Milgram’s (1974) work on obedience
to authority and Latane and Darley’s (1968) work on
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bystander intervention drew similar insights from the
observation of real-world problems. It is worth noting
that whereas much of the work that established our un-
derstanding of these processes was experimental, all of
these lines of research at one time or another replicated
and extended their findings with non–college samples.

Conducting carefully controlled experiments is ob-
viously representative of the current state of research
on prejudice in social psychology. However, what is
often missing is the first step embraced by Lewin and
Cialdini in their models—the observation of prejudice
as it occurs in the real world—and the last step, taking
the phenomena back out of the lab to examine how the
theory aids in solving meaningful problems. We sus-
pect that many researchers endorse the spirit of these
two additional steps, so what is preventing us from
developing our research programs into a full cycle?
Many of the obstacles are those that Henry (this issue)
outlines as barriers to studying prejudice with non-
student samples: Obtaining such samples is expensive,
time-consuming, and often unrewarded by professional
incentives. In addition, social psychology’s current ap-
proach to studying prejudice is reflected quite well in
an observation made by Cialdini in his 1980 work:
“In determining what to research, we seem to have
developed a tendency to pay less attention to what the
people we are supposed to be studying are doing than to
what other social psychologists are doing” (p. 25). Our
sometimes obsessive focus with sticking to tried and
true paradigms and populations can prevent us from
seeing the forest for the trees.

A second obstacle to action research on prejudice
is that the word applied has a negative connotation
in social psychology, perhaps because it is interpreted
as simply translating an established theoretical idea
to replicate it in a different form or outside the lab-
oratory. For example, I (first author Toni Schmader)
recall submitting a paper for publication at Psycho-
logical Science. That paper reported research showing
that teaching students about stereotype threat actually
reduces its effects, because targets of negative stereo-
types are able to attribute their anxious feelings ex-
ternally to societal stereotypes (Johns, Schmader, &
Martens, 2005). The paper was initially rejected be-
cause reviewers argued that it was already known that
a misattribution cue (e.g., to the lighting) would off-
set stereotype threat. In other words, the paper was
rejected on the grounds that the process was already
known, regardless of the fact that the intervention em-
ployed in the study would be far more useful and easily
employed as a preventative cure to stereotype threat.
After all, stereotype threat is already being taught in
college classrooms around the country and the globe!
Fortunately, the associate editor was open to this ar-
gument and, after “double-checking” with the senior
editor that the journal was “open to publishing inter-
ventions,” was willing to reconsider the manuscript.

In the end, the research was published, but not after
having to make a strong case for the importance of a
problem-focused approach.

There is a third obstacle to taking an action re-
search perspective on prejudice. One major component
of Lewin’s action research was the importance of col-
laborating with members of the affected community
to understand and solve the social problem (Stokols,
2006). However, unlike people who seek participation
in research on health or economic issues to better un-
derstand a personally relevant problem, people who are
high in prejudice do not seek to change their attitudes
and beliefs about outgroups. Indeed, the most highly
biased individuals may not believe that they have a
problem that needs to be solved, and therefore may
resist serving as participants in social psychological
studies. This is certainly one reason that stepping off
campus is difficult for most prejudice researchers.

A Problem-Focused Approach Means Selecting
a Sample That Best Helps to Address

the Problem

Even in the face of the obstacles just listed, some
researchers who study prejudice have taken a decid-
edly problem-focused approach and have successfully
found sometimes clever ways to recruit samples to
study a broader range of prejudice. By understanding
prejudice as a problem, these researchers sought out
the sample that best suited their topic of study. For
example, Gaertner’s (1973) classic study on aversive
racism used a phone calling paradigm to test the
hypothesis, among a broad sample of liberal and
conservative New Yorkers, that a Black victim would
be helped less often than a White victim. Similarly,
Hebl and her colleagues have approached their interest
in discrimination by conducting experimental field
studies using pregnancy prostheses, obesity pros-
theses, or other visible signs of stigma to document
and explore incidents of discrimination in real-world
consumer and employment contexts (e.g., Hebl, King,
Glick, Singletary, & Kazama, 2007; King, Shapiro,
Hebl, Singletary, & Turner, 2006).

Thus, although Henry highlights some of the ways
that researchers can gain access to representative
samples for survey research (e.g., via Knowledge
Networks), we also applaud the work of clever
researchers who have found ways to conduct exper-
imental behavioral research with wider populations.
As mentioned also by Henry (this issue), the Internet
offers a sometimes cost-effective and efficient way to
collect data on a more diverse population, so long as
researchers are creative about how to advertise their
studies. In a recent study on intergroup prejudice,
researchers were able to attract a very broad sample of
participants with diverse ethnic attitudes by advertising
the study link on Web sites concerning immigration,
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Web sites that are frequented by people with strong
views on both sides of the issue (B. Lickel, personal
communication, January 11, 2008).

We previously mentioned that it seems unfeasible
to expect biased individuals to volunteer for research
to investigate and remedy those biases, yet some re-
searchers have found that this too is not an insur-
mountable hurdle. Sparked by the observation of a
very real-world problem—the potential of racial bias
in policing—there has been a surge in research on au-
tomatic and controlled processing in law enforcement
practices. This work first included carefully conducted
experimental research with college samples that has
made substantive theoretical contributions to the field
(e.g., Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002; Payne,
2001). However, some researchers in this area were
able to establish collaborations with local police de-
partments that were very interested in studying the
potential bias of their force (Correll et al., 2007; Eber-
hardt, Goff, Purdie, & Davies, 2004). This research
shows that we might be surprised by who is will-
ing to collaborate with us in our scientific quest to
study and find cures for prejudice. In a similar sense,
Toni Schmader is currently collaborating on a project
the main aim of which is to use an audio-recording
methodology to examine how implicit gender biases
might affect daily workplace interactions among male
and female faculty in traditionally male disciplines.
Although we expected that many faculty would be un-
willing to participate in a study that involved record-
ing short samples of ambient noise and conversation
throughout their workday, we have been pleasantly sur-
prised to have obtained a 90% participation rate in data
collection thus far.

We also want to highlight that when investigating
some of the problems related to prejudice, a college stu-
dent sample will not only be adequate, it will be highly
desirable. One of the best examples of this is the re-
search on stereotype threat. In his seminal essay in the
Atlantic Monthly, Steele (1992) proposed that concern
over confirming a negative stereotype could contribute
to the racial and gender test score gap observed on stan-
dardized measures of academic performance like the
SAT or GRE. The test score gap represents a signifi-
cant problem stemming from negative stereotypes that
is specifically relevant to college- or graduate school-
bound students. Thus, stereotype threat is a case where
the majority of studies have investigated the psycholog-
ical process in samples that are very highly represen-
tative of the individuals most likely to suffer from the
problem. It is not immediately clear how much could be
learned about how stereotype threat influences perfor-
mance on tests of academic preparation by conducting
studies with individuals for whom academic tests are
irrelevant.

Armed with evidence obtained in the laboratory on
college students, researchers soon began investigating

how these processes impact the behavior of individ-
uals outside of academics and standardized testing
situations. This illustrates how basic research on col-
lege students can lead to new discoveries that inform
and invigorate other disciplines that grapple with sim-
ilar problems on different populations. Such is clearly
the case for the field of education, as illustrated in a
recent study by Cohen and colleagues (Cohen, Garcia,
Apfel, & Master, 2006) showing that the academic
performance of African American elementary school
children could be enhanced following their use of a
self-affirmation procedure (a manipulation developed
and refined in laboratory studies with college students).
The basic research on stereotype threat with college
samples has also extended to several nonacademic
contexts. For example, stereotype threat has been ap-
plied in the sports performance literature (e.g., Baker
& Horton, 2003; Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley,
1999), as an explanation for memory deficits in the el-
derly (e.g., Hess, Auman, & Colcombe, 2003), for the
anxious nonverbal behavior of gay men who worked in
a day care center (Bosson, Haymovitz, & Pinel, 2004),
and as an explanation for a variety of performance
decrements observed among adults in the workplace
(e.g., Roberson, Deitch, Brief, & Block, 2003). Stereo-
type threat research has extended beyond college sam-
ples in large part because research could easily identify
a problem that could be solved and the basic research
pointed to clear solutions. As a result, the stereotype
threat literature has typified the full-cycle or action
research approach advocated by Lewin and Cialdini.

Implications of Ignoring Prejudice as a
Problem to Be Solved, Not Just Understood

There are many implications of failing to treat prej-
udice from a problem-focused approach. Most clearly
is the simple fact that the most pernicious, explicit, and
hateful forms of prejudice do not get studied. As Henry
(this issue) points out, by focusing on college samples,
we have developed a nuanced look at the psychology
of implicit prejudice, aversive racism, and how people
try to control their biases in the face of social pressure
or internal norms of egalitarianism. But our failure to
step off our college campuses to examine prejudice
that is unabashed and freely expressed means that we
know little about the process by which hate can fuel in-
tentional discrimination, intergroup conflict, and hate
crimes. Some work is beginning to be carried out to
merge research on aggression and intergroup processes
to understand, for example, why intergroup categoriza-
tion processes can lead to intergroup hostilities and
vicarious retribution where individuals are targeted to
pay the price for the wrongs committed by others they
do not even know (Lickel, Miller, Stenstrom, Denson,
& Schmader, 2006).
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Moreover, little of our research makes its way
into the communities that would benefit most from
it. For example, we (Stone, Schmader, Whitehead,
Lazarewicz, & Fernandez, 2007) are currently engaged
in research examining a very real question asked by
anyone who bears some form of social stigma: What
if anything can I do to deflect or diffuse the biases
that I might experience in my daily interactions? Our
field has spent 5 decades documenting that effects like
recategorization, perspective taking, or affirmation can
reduce prejudice and/or stereotyping. However, outside
of research on confrontation (e.g., Czopp & Monteith,
2003), there is little research on whether people can
successfully employ these processes as self-protective
strategies in their own lives outside of the laboratory.
We have no prior research comparing the relative effec-
tiveness of various prejudice reduction strategies, much
less any information about whether certain strategies
are more or less appropriate for different kinds of prej-
udices or in different types of situations. When one
tries to take a problem-focused approach to prejudice
reduction research, what becomes apparent is that we
are a field that values small demonstrations of iso-
lated phenomenon without demanding an integrated
approach to how these effects combine or can be ap-
plied in real-world contexts. Thus, not only does exam-
ining prejudice reduction from the target’s perspective
have practical value, but it also leads to new theoreti-
cal questions about how prejudice reduction operates
when used by a member of a stigmatized group.

There is a third implication of our field’s narrow
focus on understanding only prejudiced processes us-
ing primarily college samples. By failing to appreci-
ate or sample a full range of prejudiced attitudes, we
are likely to be missing the opportunity to understand
other important situational and personality moderators
of prejudice. As an example, consider the field’s early
emergence as a discipline investigating social behavior
using primarily Western, individualistic populations.
Aspects of social perception including the fundamen-
tal attribution error or cognitive dissonance were taken
to be universal aspects of human behavior. But as so-
cial psychology globalized, it was demonstrated in
study after study that this “universal” processes did
not manifest themselves in the same way in Eastern or
collectivist cultures. Rather, we needed new theoreti-
cal understandings of the self and social perception to
understand how these phenomena play out when we
consider a different population (Markus & Kitayama,
1991). Similarly, prejudice research on broader pop-
ulations, particularly those who exist in local envi-
ronments that do not involve strong social norms of
political correctness, might reveal similar theoretical
complexities to the nature of prejudice.

Finally, by failing to study prejudice as a problem
that occurs off the college campus, we allow other
disciplines to rediscover many of the phenomena typ-

ically studied by social psychologists but to package
them in a way that attracts greater media attention and
funding possibilities. Recently, economists Price and
Wolfers (2007) reported on research documenting ev-
idence of racial bias in how referees award fouls dur-
ing NBA basketball games. The research highlights
the very real existence of implicit bias and drew con-
siderable media attention to a topic that has engaged
our field for the past 2 decades. It is also notable that
the study was carried out using completely archival
information, demonstrating the feasibility of studying
prejudice using real-world populations and in a way
that draws attention to a topic near and dear to our
intellectual hearts. But after articles like this one and
books like Freakonomics (Levitt & Dubner, 2005), the
public could easily get the impression that the best
work on social behavior is being done not by social
psychologists but by economists.

We are not suggesting that we should all give up our
research on basic underlying processes or mechanisms
that underlie prejudice. Indeed, it is a strength of our
discipline that we have developed sophisticated theo-
ries and methodological techniques that allow us to go
beyond simple demonstrations of prejudiced behavior,
to understand the where, when, how, and who of those
biases. Instead, we would like to see every scientist who
studies prejudice to make an effort to explore their phe-
nomenon both with an eye toward process and with an
eye toward translational research that applies that ba-
sic knowledge to interventions that might successfully
reduce a diversity of biases committed by a diversity
of people in a diverse set of environments. Only by
these means can our knowledge, understanding, and
solutions to prejudice come full-cycle.
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